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1.A V5R4 customer has ongoing development for packaged application modifications in house.
They are making extensive local changes for the Web using Java and WebSphere Express, using tooling
provided in V5R4 Websphere Development Studio client (WDSc) V7.
An upgrade to IBM i V6.1 is planned.
Which of the following products permit this customer to continue maintaining their software extensions?
A.Rational Developer for System i and SOA (RDi SOA)
B.Websphere Development Studio client (WDSc) for Web
C.Websphere Development Studio (WDS) with Heritage Compiler (HC) feature.
D.Websphere Development Studio (WDS) with Application Development Toolset (ADTS) feature
Answer:A
2.A customer is deploying Java-based Web applications. Which of the following requirements justifies
using WebSphere Application Server Express rather than the IBM i integrated Web services server?
A.Full J2EE Support
B.Multiple Instances
C.Access to DB2 for IBM i
D.Support for JSF, JSP, & servlets
Answer:A
3.A pharmaceutical company has 100 users supported by a Windows-based ERP solution. The IT
Manager wants to replace their financial software because it is not compatible with the company's
European site operations. Which of the following approaches should be taken with this prospect?
A.Provide an extensive list Financial Software that runs on IBM i including the multicurrency support
capability of V6.1.
B.Present an overview of the System i hardware and IBM i V6.1 capabilities and functionality as it relates
to ERP solutions.
C.Set up a meeting to define a scope of their IT refresh project including budget, timeline, decision
makers and approval process.
D.Develop an overall IT Strategic Plan for this company which includes IBM Bio Science Industry metrics
using the IBM Solution Selling methodology.
Answer:C
4.A customer running IBM i V6.1 wants to run a 5250 application in a browser. Which of the following
supports this requirement?
A.System i Access for Web
B.System i Access for Windows
C.IBM Personal Communications for Windows
D.Integrated Web Application Server for IBM i
Answer:A
5.Which of the following is an advantage of Windows and Linux integration with iSCSI?
A.Allows load balancing using IBM i
B.Supports four core Windows server clustering
C.Supports Capacity and Memory on Demand features
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D.Allows for automated server hot swaps in the case of a server failure
Answer:D
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